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Re: Release: 1080
     Reference Release: None
     Service Request: 13102, 13176
     Error Reports: None
     Programs: None
     DB2 Programs: PPNTFICA, PPNTCITZ, PPNTTRG
     CICS Programs: None
     Copymembers: None
     Include Members: None
     DDL Members: None
     Bind Members: None
     CICS Maps: None
     Forms: None
     Table Updates: Code Translation Table
     Urgency: Not Urgent (See Timing of Installation)

This release addresses the following Service Requests:

Service Request 13102

Service Request 13102, dated May 14, 1996, requests that the PAN Notification event LEAV be modified such that it is triggered when Leave of Absence Begin Date (EDB0137) and Leave of Absence Return Date (EDB0138) are initialized.

Service Request 13176

Service Request 13176, dated June 19, 1996, requests that the FICA PAN text be modified to include UC Student Status Code (EDB0119) and Number of Registered UC Student Units (EDB0237) as they are used in the derivation of Retirement Code (EDB0122) and FICA Eligibility Code (EDB0120). Addendum to Service Request 13176, dated July 19, 1996, requests that UC Student Status Code and Number of Registered UC Student Units also be displayed on the CITZ PAN Notice. This Addendum also requests some modifications to the existing CITZ PAN Notice layout to accommodate the new information.
DB2 Programs

PPNTFICA

Currently, the FICA PAN Notification text does not display UC Student Status Code or Number of Registered UC Student Units. With this release, program PPNTFICA has been modified to display these two fields on the FICA PAN Notification. Changes to either of these data elements will not trigger the FICA PAN event. However, changes to either of these data will be flagged with an asterisk on the FICA PAN Notification.

PPNTCITZ

Currently, the CITZ PAN Notification text does not display UC Student Status Code or Number of Registered UC Student Units. With this release, program PPNTCITZ has been modified to display these two fields on the CITZ PAN Notification. Changes to either of these data elements will not trigger the CITZ PAN event. However, changes to either of these data will be flagged with an asterisk on the CITZ PAN Notification.

PPNTTRG

Currently, when an EDB update is made to an employee’s Leave of Absence data, the PAN Notification event LEAV is triggered and a PAN notice is generated. When the Leave is canceled by deleting the Leave of Absence Begin Date and Leave of Absence Return Date, a LEAV PAN notice is not triggered. With this release, program PPNTTRG has been modified so that the PAN Notification event LEAV is triggered when the Leave of Absence Begin Date and the Leave of Absence Return Date values are initialized.

Table Updates

CTT

The translated text for EDB 0119 code values with a length of 23 characters will be deleted and replaced with translated text with a length of 21 characters. Following are the new translations:

1     Not Registered
2     Not Reg-Grad Deg Cnd
3     Undergraduate Student
4     Graduate Student
5     Not Reg-Grad Deg Cnd
6     Undergrad-Othr Campus
7     Graduate-Othr Campus

The code translation update transactions sent with this release in CARDLIB(CTT1080) are supplied for both Test and Production.

Test Plan

A complete test plan is included with the release. Campuses are encouraged to use the base system test materials, as well as augmenting them with any desired local tests.

Installation Instructions

Installation Instructions have been included as a separate document with this release.
Timing of Installation

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible, and in the normal numeric sequence of releases.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Susan.Isaacs@ucop.edu, or call at (510) 987-0012.
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